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The semiconductor industry has seen a remarkable miniaturization trend, driven by many scienti®c and technological innovations.
But if this trend is to continue, and provide ever faster and cheaper computers, the size of microelectronic circuit components will
soon need to reach the scale of atoms or moleculesÐa goal that will require conceptually new device structures. The idea that a
few molecules, or even a single molecule, could be embedded between electrodes and perform the basic functions of digital
electronicsÐrecti®cation, ampli®cation and storageÐwas ®rst put forward in the mid-1970s. The concept is now realized for
individual components, but the economic fabrication of complete circuits at the molecular level remains challenging because of
the dif®culty of connecting molecules to one another. A possible solution to this problem is `mono-molecular' electronics, in which
a single molecule will integrate the elementary functions and interconnections required for computation.

A

viram and Ratner1 suggested that a single molecule
with a donor±spacer±acceptor (d±s±a) structure (see
1 in Fig. 1c) would behave as a diode when placed
between two electrodes: electrons can easily ¯ow from
the cathode to the acceptor, and electrons from the
donor are then transferred to the anode. The working principle of
this device is analogous to that underlying the ``valve'' effect
introduced by Schockley 60 years ago2, but involves manipulating
the electronic wavefunction of the metallic electrodes extending
through the d±s±a molecule, rather than the carrier density in a
semiconductor material. Such hybrid molecular electronic (HME)
devices, comprising molecules embedded between several electrodes,
thus differ radically from bulk-material-based molecular electronic
technologies found in applications such as dye lasers, light-emitting
diodes, liquid-crystal displays, and soft plastic transistors. However,
the design of functional devices and machines based on the
molecular electronics concept poses the challenge of integrating
the functions required for advanced processing, particularly computing, within the same molecule in a mono-molecular electronics
(MME) approach.
Owing to the lack of suitable technologies for establishing
electrical contact between individual molecules, experimental
investigations of the fundamental processes involved in electron
transfer through molecules have long focused on gas-phase and
liquid-phase systems. Although these approaches cannot result in
working nanoscale devices3, they have established that a simple shift in
the energy of a molecular orbitalÐinduced, for example, by a photoisomerizationÐcan ®ne-tune the intramolecular electron transfer
rate through an individual molecular bond connecting two redox
centres. Experimental studies involving averaging over many isolated
molecules have, for example, demonstrated long-range throughbond electron transfer processes in molecule 2 (Fig. 1a)4,5, intramolecular light-induced conformation changes in molecule 3 (Fig. 1b)6,
and intramolecular interference effects in molecule 4 (Fig. 1b)7.

Electrical addressing of molecules

Langmuir±Blodgett (LB) and self-assembly fabrication techniques8
can be used on many molecules to form organized molecular
monolayers on suitable substrates. This allowed Mann and Kuhn
to investigate long-range tunnelling through alkane chains in
ordered LB monolayers9. Similarly, sandwiching molecule 5
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(Fig. 1c) between differing metallic electrodes allowed the ®rst
(albeit somewhat ambiguous) observation of recti®cation effects
in a molecular monolayer10, con®rmed by subsequent work11 using
molecule 6 (Fig. 1c) sandwiched between electrodes made from the
same material.
The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) enables controlled
two-terminal measurements, and its development has thus allowed
new experimental approaches for demonstrating and probing
electron transport through individual molecules12. Examples
include the electrical single-atom switch realized using a Xe
atom13 at cryogenic temperatures and the ®rst experimental determination of the electrical contact point of a single C60 molecule (ref.
14). The resistance of R = 55 MQ obtained in the C60 experiment
corresponds to an electronic transparency (ease of transmission) of
T = 2.3 ´ 10-4, with T being approximately proportional to the
square of the inter-electrode electronic coupling introduced by the
molecule compared to the corresponding vacuum gap. Ohmic
dissipation in the electrodes is one way to evaluate T from the
macroscopically measurable quantity R, as T = h/2e2 R-1. However,
owing to R being the resistance of the metal±C60 ±metal tunnel
junction, rather than that of the C60 molecule, it cannot be used to
de®ne molecular conductivity.
STM measurements on C60 have revealed linear current±voltage
(I±V) characteristics at low applied bias voltages14, indicating that
the system behaves similarly to a metal±vacuum±metal tunnel
junction at low bias voltage. However, `squeezing' a C60 molecule
by applying a small force in the nanonewton range with a metallic
STM tip results in a shift of the molecular orbital levels14. This
mechanically induced shift provides a means to modulate tunnelling through a single C60 molecule, even in a nonresonant tunnelling
regime, and to change its resistance up to a limiting value approaching the quantum of resistance, h/2e2 (,12.9 kQ) (ref. 14). The
phenomenon, mechanically modulated virtual-resonant tunnelling
(VRT), has also been used to design an electromechanical ampli®er
(Fig. 2a), by making use of the ability to mechanically reduce
molecular level degeneracy15. Speci®c to highly degenerate systems,
the electomechanical ampli®er is the tunnelling equivalent, on the
nanometre scale, of the Schockley ``valve'' effect2.
A variety of other techniques, such as experiments based on
Coulomb blockade16, nanopore17, break junction18,19, electrodeposition20 and nanolithography21,22, have been used to determine
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the electronic transparency of single molecules whose con®guration
approaches the planar wiring con®guration encountered in semiconductor devices. Coulomb blockade work on molecule 7 (Fig. 1a),
for example, used a tunnel-capacitor model for the metal±molecule±cluster STM junction used to estimate a tunnelling resistance
R from the experimental data and extract the corresponding
transparency T, yielding R = 9 MQ and T = 1.4 ´ 10-3 (ref. 16).
The `nanopore' technique consists of fabricating holes of very small
diameter in a suspended silicon nitride membrane equipped with a

metallic electrode in its base. The pores are then ®lled with
molecules and a second metallic electrode is evaporated on top of
the device17. For molecule 8, Fig. 1a, nonlinear two-terminal I±V
characteristics were recorded, and R = 150 MQ was estimated at low
voltage17. Break junctions involve the gentle fracture of a microfabricated electrode in its centre by mechanical deformation
while measuring the resistance of the metallic wire junction23. Its
application to single molecules is dif®cult because a liquid evaporation step is required after formation of the junction, and the

Figure 1 The molecules described in the text. a, Wires; b, hybrid molecular electronic (HME) switches; c, HME recti®ers; d, storage; and e, two molecules that show promise for
mono-molecular electronics. Only the manganese acetate molecule 11 of formula (Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4 is not completely represented, for clarity48. All these molecules have
been synthesized apart from the historical design 1 of a d±s±a molecular recti®er1. Molecules 14 and 15 have not yet been characterized. 14 is the ®rst proposal of an
intramolecular transistor and 17 is an intramolecular quantum well.
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conformation and the exact number of interconnected molecules
remain essentially inaccessible19. Nevertheless, measurements have
provided estimates of R = 22 MQ (T = 5.9 ´ 10-4) for a junction
containing molecule 9 shown in Fig. 1a (ref. 18). In the case of
molecule 10 (Fig. 1a) and its dimer, values of R = 12.5 MQ (T = 1.03 ´
10-3) and R = 160 MQ (T = 7.7 ´10-5) were obtained, respectively19.
Electro-deposition techniques20 use suspended electrodes in a
pseudo-planar con®guration to trap molecules electrostatically in
and onto the junction. Interrupting the trapping ®eld at the ®rst
observed increase of the current in the circuit leads to the deposition
of a ®nite number of molecules in the junction. This approach is
similar to break junctions, but there are no imaging methods
available to verify the actual number and orientation of the
molecules in the junction. Using this con®guration, an oligonucleotide straddling an 8-nm nanojunction was found to be negligibly
electrically conducting up to an applied potential of several volts24.
Nanolithography has made important contributions towards using
mesoscopic electrodes25,26 and nanojunctions for HME27. The measurement of the conductance of single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) represented the observation of molecular-scale objects
electrically interconnected in a full planar con®guration, together
with images of the position and conformation of the
macromolecule25,26. SWCNTs with appropriate helicity were found
to transport electrons ballistically25, that is, their electronic transparency is T = 1. Consequently, the conductance of the metal±SWCNT±
metal junction is determined by the metal±SWCNT contacts. It has
generally been dif®cult to decrease contact resistances in these
systems below 100 kQ (ref. 28), but the use of catalysts to pattern
and grow SWCNTs directly onto electrodes has recently resulted in
two-terminal contact resistances as low as a few kilo-ohms (ref. 29).
At low voltages, two regimes of elastic transport explain the large
scatter of transparency values measured on single molecules.
(Transport can involve either electrons or quasi-particles, such as
polaron and soliton carriers.) For T . 1, the transport regime is
ballistic: the molecular levels are in resonance with the Fermi level of
the electrodes, and there is complete electronic delocalization along

the molecule. In the case of SWCNTs at low temperatures30, the
transport coherence length can extend to as much as 500 nm (Fig. 3).
Values of T , 1 indicate that either the molecule is differently bound
to the electrodes or that the Fermi level is located within the gap
between the highest occupied (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
(LUMO) molecular orbitals. In the ®rst case, the tunnelling regime
is determined by the metal±molecule contact, which can be optimized by controlling the surface chemistry. To overcome the second
situation, the molecular orbitals need to be electronically coupled to
the electrodes to stabilize a tunnel pathway for the carriers that is
more ef®cient than vacuum. This pathway builds up from the
constructive or destructive superposition of tunnel channels. For
C60 adsorbed on the Au(110) surface, this involves 36 of a total of
240 molecular orbitals14. For systems with T , 1 and involving a
molecule symmetrically chemisorbed on the electrodes, such as C60
bound to two similar electrodes, two-terminal measurements exhibit linear I±V characteristics when V is much lower than the
molecule's effective barrier height14,19. This Simmons tunnelling
regime is analogous to electron tunnelling between metals at low
voltages, also resulting in linear I±V curves. Nonlinear I±V curves
usually occur at higher voltages in systems with T . 1 involving a
physisorbed molecule31,32, owing to the contact tunnel barriers at the
electrodes dominating the behaviour of the system25.
Calculations support a very ®ne dependency of the metal±
molecule±metal junction resistance on the chemical structure of
the molecule33,34, its conformation in the junction35, and its chemical
binding to the electrodes33,36,37. In these calculations, the electronic
and mechanical description of the junction includes the atomic
structure of the electrode and the molecular conformation obtained
from semi-empirical38 or, more recently, from density-functional
approaches39. The tunnelling current intensity is usually derived
from the Landauer formula14, with the scattering problem being
solved using a spatial propagator40 or a Lippman±Schwinger
technique through its kernel (Green's function)41. Alternatively,
the current intensity can be calculated from a time-dependent
approach that relates the electron transfer process through the

Figure 2 The ®rst two active three-terminal devices in molecular electronics. a, c, Electrical circuits of a, the electromechanical single C60 ampli®er (in its original scanning
tunnelling microscope version15) and c, the single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) channel transistor63 with their respective Idrain = f(Vgate) characteristics (S, source; D, drain; Idrain,
the tunnel current intensity through the molecule). From b, the transconductance dIdrain/dVgate of the C60 ampli®er is g = 3.9 ´ 10-6 A V-1 and from d, that of the SWCNT transistor is
g = 8 ´ 10-9 A V-1. Those values must be compared to g = 30 ´ 10-3 A V-1 for a bipolar transistor and g = 3 ´ 10-3 A V-1 for a vacuum-tube triode. The channel of these HME
devices (a, b) is truly molecular in scale, but not the grid.
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molecule to the rate at which the junction electrodes deliver
tunnelling electrons to the molecule42.

Single hybrid molecular devices

Quasi-ideal recti®cation characteristics in nanometre-scale objects
have been experimentally observed, by sliding an STM tip along a
SWCNT43 and in electrically contacted MWCNTs44. More recently, a
single, planar SWCNT comprising tube sections with different tube
helicities, one conducting and the other semiconducting and with a
kink at the intervening junction, was shown to exhibit recti®cation
behaviour on the molecular scale45. Molecular oligomers should also
behave as d±s±a HME recti®ers, with dimensions well below 10 nm
(ref. 1), and experimental proof for the validity of the d±s±a design
principle has been obtained10,11. But despite these promising
advances, many challenges remain: current technologies do not
yet permit the realization of planar single-molecule d±s±a recti®ers
fabricated with nanometre-scale dimensions, and whether those
SWCNT devices can be scaled down by reducing the inter-electrode
distance well below 10 nm remains an open question46. Similarly,
recti®cation effects observed in nanopores17 using molecule 8 (Fig.
1a) and in organic heterostructures47 still involve several thousand
molecules, making it dif®cult to assess to what extent scaling to a
single-molecule level will be possible.
Hysteresis behaviour is a useful property for information storage
applications. Manganese acetate (molecule 11 in Fig. 1d), with a
total spin magnetic moment of 20 mB is the ®rst molecule shown to
exhibit a hysteresis cycle under cryogenic conditions48. Because
magnetic hysteresis is usually seen as a collective property of bulk
material, magnetic phenomena associated with single atoms49 or
molecules50 have attracted much interest in the context of device
scaling and quantum micro-reversibility51. An alternative approach
to storage is to build devices that display negative differential
resistance (NDR)52, that is, a negative slope in their I±V curves
like the one exhibited by a tunnel diode. Introduced in a twoterminal device, molecules exhibiting NDR play the equivalent role
of a nonlinear material in photonic Fabry±Perot resonators showing a hysteresis cycle53. NDR with a high peak-to-valley ratio was
observed54 for molecule 12 (Fig. 1d).

Suggestions55±58 for single-molecule molecular switches have
been put forward for some time, but relatively few have been
synthesized6,59. In an electronic circuit, switching is based on an
intrinsic molecular property involving a bistable change of internal
structure (such as a conformation change57 or a unimolecular
reaction6,59), which induces a modi®cation of T. For example, the
photochromic switching of molecule 3 (Fig. 1b) is possible because
a photo-induced molecular orbital ``up-shift'' in the ``on'' state6
favours ef®cient electron transfer through 3, making this phenomenon an intramolecular analogue of the solid state ``valve'' effect.
Rotaxanes 13 (Fig. 1b) have also been proposed as mechanical
molecular switches60: the macromolecular ring can move along the
molecule's central `axle' and occupy one of two or more metastable
positions or `stations' along the axle, where one position provides a
high-T and the other a low-T state. The gating used for these two
switches has a macroscopic origin (light for the photochromic
effect, pH and light control for the rotaxane), but the development
of near-®eld integrated optics61 may provide a more controlled
means to optically gate molecular switches on the mesoscopic
scale.
Proposals of HME transistors are numerous62, yet their
realization55 remains challenging because logic circuit applications
require a three-electrode con®guration with high gain. SWCNTs
have been used as the channel of a ®eld-effect transistor63, but the
device is still mesoscopic in dimension because it operates by
controlling the Schottky barrier height at the single-wall nanotube
(SWNT)±electrode contacts (Fig. 2b). Plans to move the control of
transparency T from the contact between the active molecule and
the electrodes to the active molecule itself involve the electromechanical ampli®cation effect of C60 (Fig. 2a), which might be
planarized64 using nano-electromechanics (NEMS)65. Oxidation±
reduction processes provide another way of controlling the transparency of a molecular tunnel pathway. For instance, conjugated
molecules such as polyacetylene, polythiophene or polypyrrole
conduct with T . 1 when a few electrons are removed or added
to introduce electronic states in the HOMO±LUMO gap of the
molecule generally in resonance with the electrode Fermi level, at
low bias voltage. Using a perpendicular electric ®eld, those electrons
can be driven from one molecular chain to another (molecule 14 in
Fig. 1e), acting as a transistor source±drain channel66. Synthetic work
has produced a number of spiro-bridge compounds (such as 14)67
that con®rm the presence of an electronic double-well potential at the
bridge site68. As in many designs employing electromechanical,
electrical-®eld or even electronic interference effects69, the third
electrode, which gates the HME transistor, is mesoscopic and not
readily scalable to nanoscale dimensions. Coulomb-blockade
devices16 and molecular junctions consisting of two different molecular components35,47 have similar scalability problems.

Architecture of hybrid molecular electronic circuits

Figure 3 Regimes of electronic transport as a function of the wire width d and length
L. lF is the de Broglie carrier wavelength in the contact electrodes (away from the
constriction), le the elastic mean free path in the wire and linel the inelastic mean free
path in the wire. Characteristic orders of magnitude for lF, le and linel are taken for
noble metals at low temperature. Hydrodynamic (Boltzmann), diffusive (weak
localization) and ballistic regimes have been well studied in the past for metals and
semiconductors. Ballistic and weak localization regimes are now being studied on
SWNTs25, atomic metallic wires23 and the tunnel regime on single molecules14,18,19,76
and short atomic wires96.
544

Given the proposed mode of operation of HME devices and
reliability issues, circuit design is emerging as a crucial aspect in
the development of future molecular electronic systems, with input/
output interconnects, clock frequency and the increase of logic
complexity constituting particularly challenging problems.
Although NEMS technology may represent a potential solution to
reduce the area occupied by the interconnection pads on a wafer, the
bandwidth of these interconnects is limited to a few megahertz. The
potential switching rate of the molecular component in an HME
device, in contrast, is of the order of several terahertz15,63, but it may
require optical interconnects, such as subwavelength photonic
waveguides61, to use these frequencies.
Continuation of the `top-down' approach indicates that a conservative architecture with metallic wires interconnecting many
devices to form a complex network is feasible using well-de®ned
and spatially localized logic gates, registers and memory cells (Fig. 4).
In this case, high-gain three-terminal HME devices are essential for
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fan-out (the ability of a given device to provide suf®cient power to
operate multiple devices interconnected to it) to reduce the wiring
complexity between the gates and to lower the power dissipation per
gate. The extreme fabrication constraints, especially for complex
circuits, will require new architecture paradigms. For instance, it has
been proposed to replace process precision by software precision70, by
using an external nonmolecular processor to select the working HME
devices from a massive array of HME devices connected in a chequerboard pattern and to con®gure a particular circuit. In such cases gain
might be localized elsewhere, using traditional CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductors) outside the molecular electronic
circuitry, with some trade-off in space. Other architectures that have
been proposed are quantum cellular automata55,71 and quantum
computing using a molecule as a quantum dot72.

Mono-molecular integration

An ultimate limit of downscaling a circuit made of metallic wires
interconnecting HME devices is a circuit where the wires and
devices are no longer distinguishable as localized discrete elements
of the circuit. This occurs when the interdevice wire length is well
below the electronic phase coherence length of the wire material, so
that the circuit operates in a ballistic regime where a minute
difference between device positioning or wire length will render
the circuit unreliable73. Another limit, also experienced in integrated
photonics74 and mesoscopic low-temperature devices75, is that true
intrinsic three-terminal devices with external grids are dif®cult to
design in a ballistic regime. A similar problem arises when a metallic
control electrode is used to gate a single HME device (Fig. 2).
Therefore, the scaling ability of the HME approach is limited even if
SWCNTs are used to replace the metallic nanowires for interdevice
wiring. Semiconductor-based electronics, when faced at the end of
the 1950s with similar limitations that were based on different
physical constraints, turned to monolithic technology, which integrates the wiring, transistors and the required passive elements on
a single piece of silicon. The conceptually comparable monomolecular approach (MME) was suggested for molecular electronics as early as the 1980s55, but has only recently received serious

theoretical40 and experimental consideration45,76. Tunnelling is one
way to overcome the limitations associated with the ballistic
transport regime. In this case, electrons are channelled from one
reservoir to the other via a network of tunnelling pathways de®ned
by atomic or molecular wires.
The tunnel transparency T between two metallic electrodes is
known to exhibit a sharp exponential decay, T = T0e-gL with length
L through a vacuum gap and g . 2 AÊ-1 (ref. 77). Low-gap
semiconductor78 or molecular materials9 tend to reduce the inverse
decay length g. It has been shown theoretically79 that tunnelling
currents as high as 10 pA under a 0.1-V bias voltage can be driven
through speci®cally designed molecular wires having lengths
exceeding 10 nm and a HOMO±LUMO gap in the 1-eV range.
Recently, a value of g = 0.4 AÊ-1 was reported for the molecular wire
16 (Fig. 1a), equipped with supporting molecular groups (legs) that
exhibit very low T that protect the conjugated wire from a Cu(100)
surface. One end of the molecular wire was interconnected to a
double atomic step edge and a STM tip used to explore the length
dependence of its transparency76, con®rming that tunnelling electrons can be guided by long molecular wires with an effective section
well below 1 nm2. On the electronic transport regime map (Fig. 3),
this `super tunnel'-like phenomenon corresponds to a wire with a
section smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of the electron. It can
be interpreted as a permanently driven super-exchange electrontransfer mechanism. Although large-scale theoretical and chemical
synthesis efforts are required to model and explore this regime,
theoretical considerations indicate that values of g down to 0.05 AÊ-1
are achievable for a HOMO±LUMO gap in the 1-eV range79.
Currently, the chemical synthesis strategies for molecular wires
continue to place an emphasis on the length (Fig. 4), such as in
15 (Fig. 1a), rather than on the optimization of their g values.
Many calculations have explored the possibility of optimizing the
electronic contacts between the end of a molecular wire and a
metallic electrode, as has been realized in the case of molecule 16
(ref. 76), by investigating the in¯uence of the wire's end group33,36,37.
The metal±molecule contact results from a mixing of the end part of
the wire's molecular orbitals (HOMO, LUMO and the others

Figure 4 Representative example design of a hybrid molecular electronic device. The ®gure shows the layout of a memory cell that consists of four individual C60 electromechanical
transistors64 (two for the trigger and two for the driving transistors) under a bias voltage VCC with respect to ground, GND. The top part is made of four nanoelectromechanics (NEMS)
grids plus two metallic NEMS cantilevers, and the lower part is the electrical polarization circuit with polarization resistances Rp made using a metallic constriction along the
mesoscopic metallic wires of the circuit (see inset). The full circuit was simulated and optimized using an equivalent electrical circuit for each cantilever and for each C60 molecule
using the known C60 experimental electrical characteristics upon compression15. Inset, the equivalent electrical circuit diagram. b and b carry the digital information to be stored in
a memory cell, and the word line activates a line of memory cells for a storage operation.
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supporting the tunnel path) with the surface metallic orbitals of the
contacts. The resulting extension of the metallic wavefunction of the
electrode into the molecular wire may be viewed as a doping effect37
without introducing states in the HOMO±LUMO gap. In the STM
images of molecules adsorbed at steps, the apparent height of the
molecule is a clear measure of the quality of the electronic contact
with their metallic step, which acts as an electrode. This accounts for
the pre-factor T0 in the expression for the tunnel transparency and
provides a quantitative criterion for optimizing the metal±molecule
contact.
Intramolecular circuits can be formed without metallic pads by
using molecular wires. Contrary to conventional electrical circuits,
where adding one branch does not change the electronic properties
of the others, any new molecular wire or branch added to a molecule
effectively creates a `new' molecule with a different electronic
structure. Therefore, a standard circuit analysis resulting from the
application of Ohm's and Kirchhoff 's laws is inapplicable even if the
design of molecular logic continues to be based on those laws80.
From elastic scattering theory, the chemical binding of two oligomers with low transparencies T1 and T2 in series gives a total
transparency T proportional to T1 ´ T2. The binding of two or
more oligomers in parallel requires two auxiliary branches to form
the nodes (Fig. 6). In this case and when T , 1 for each branch, the
superposition law yields T = Th + Tb + 2(Th ´ Tb)1/2 (ref. 40) with
Th and Tb being the transparency of each complete individual
branch (Fig. 5). However, it is not yet clear whether the invalidity
of standard circuit analysis derives solely from the inapplicability of
Ohm's law, emphasizing the need for experimental investigations of
intramolecular currents. Nanopore measurements on molecule 17
(Fig. 1e), which consists of three conjugated branches associated in
series via two non-conjugated CH2 nodes80, have revealed a very
small NDR effect attributed to the central phenyl ring, indicating a
multiplicative rather than additive superposition for an association in
series. In order to probe along each branch of an intramolecular
circuit, large and multi-branched macromolecules81 need to be
synthesized (and imaged), indicating that the fabrication precision

in MME can then be combined by chemical synthesis and nanofabrication techniques, a process referred to as directed self-assembly.
Intramolecular devices will need to be controlled internally
without crosstalk to adjacent molecules. Suitable intramolecular
wiring and circuitry55,80,82 has been proposed, but an intrinsic gating
effect that allows internal control has not yet been identi®ed. Even
SWCNTs crossing each other83 or junctions45 on the molecular scale
are typically gated with an electrode connected to a macroscopic
pad, suggesting that intramolecular electronic wavefunctions might
need to be manipulated differently, such as is done in quantum
computing to perform computation inside a single molecule.
However, the laws governing the physics of an intramolecular circuit
in the tunnelling regime are poorly known. Although it might be
possible, for example, to use the vibronic pseudo-continuum
associated with many electronic states of a large molecule to break
microreversibility and thus design intrinsic three-terminal devices,
we cannot yet test this idea directly owing to the dif®culties in
observing inelastic effects experimentally84. Electron correlation
effects have now been observed in MWCNTs30 and SWCNTs85, but
further advances in this direction are required to determine whether
a full mono-molecular approach is technologically viable and thus
able to provide a realistic alternative to monolithic silicon devices.

Nanofabrication

The fabrication of a circuit using HME devices or the interconnects
of MME devices requires the following steps: (1) fabrication of
millions of multi-electrode nanojunctions with interelectrode distances down to a few nanometres; (2) wiring these junctions to
interconnects; (3) deposition/assembly of one molecule or supermolecule per nanojunction; (4) fabrication of the input/output and
driving power interconnects; and (5) packaging the circuit. Currently, two-electrode nanojunctions down to 5 nm have been
produced by electron-beam nanolithography, and electrodeposition
techniques have revealed that 2 nm can be reached (Fig. 5). Two
nearby SWCNTs have also been used to de®ne a nanojunction using
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Figure 5 Variation of the inter-electrode distance of planar nanojunctions and the
length of the synthesized molecular wires as a function of time. Red, inter-electrode
distance; green, molecular wire length. a, b, Planar standard e-beam nanolithography
nanojunctions, ref. 97 (a) and ref. 22 (c). b, e, Co-planar e-beam nanojunctions with
the electrode metal at the same height as the substrate, ref. 21 (b) and ref. 27 (e).
d, f, Suspended planar nanojunctions fabricated by electrodeposition98 (d) and
electrochemistry99 (f). g, h, Long oligoimide molecular lines, ref. 100 (g) and ref. 101 (h).
i, Thiophene-ethynylene oligomers102. j, Phenylalkyne oligomers103. k, Alternating block
co-oligomers of (1,4-phenylene ethynylene)s and (2,3-thiophene ethynylene)s104. Inset,
AFM tapping mode image of a 4-nm coplanar nanojunction. In e, the two gold-palladium
metal electrodes are only 1 nm higher than the background silicon wafer surface27.
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Figure 6 Illustration of the superposition rule operating in a pure tunnelling regime for
a simple intramolecular circuit. a, The circuit is made of a molecule composed of two
branches bonded in parallel and connected to the pad through molecular wires. b, The
full conductance G of the metal±molecule±metal junction is obtained by
decomposing the circuit into two parts having junction conductances Gh and Gb,
respectively, and summing up Gh and Gb as indicated (the same rule applies for the
transparencies). c, By comparison, the conductance G of the same circuit, but with
conventional ohmic resistances g, G1 and G2, can also be decomposed in this way (d).
Of course, this decomposition is never used in circuits, and G for c is better calculated
using standard circuit analysis.
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templates29. For interconnect wiring, a number of approaches exist
that go beyond current ultraviolet (UV) or electron-beam lithography. For example, wiring can be nano-imprinted with a resolution
limit of more than 10 nm86, realized with SWCNTs, or
``nanostencilled''87 in high vacuum by using movable shadow
masks and apertures in cantilevers or a thin silicon membrane
when depositing the metallic wires from a source of metal atoms
and/or molecules. In addition to being a resist-free, ultraclean
nanolithography technique, nanostencilling is a parallel process
that allows the simultaneous use of several thousand apertures.
Arrays of electron-beam microcolumns are also being developed for
parallel nanolithography technology with a resolution of about
10 nm (ref. 88). The array provide low-voltage electron-beams and
increase the throughput, with one microcolumn being responsible
for each HME circuit or MME circuit interconnection. The accurate
placement of molecules in the appropriate position and orientation
to form a device, or building of a small circuit with a few SWNTs89, is
readily achieved through molecular manipulation using scanningprobe microscopy (SPM). But turning this approach into a parallel
process will most probably involve patterning of the molecules on
surfaces using `wet' methods, such as self-assembly, combing,
cantilever techniques, nanostamping or nanostencilling. Selfassembly is a particularly attractive strategy because it could, in
principle, exploit thermodynamic control to achieve high
precision90, but the overall precision with which complex structures
can be assembled through molecular self-organization remains to
be investigated. Currently, molecular combing can reach a 40% rate
of success in connecting SWCNTs91 between two electrodes. It relies
on the force exerted by a liquid meniscus on the SWCNT adsorbed
on the wafer and requires a chemical preparation of the wafer
surface, a process accessible to nano-imprinting, but not yet applied
to oligomers. Nanostamping uses elastomeric stamps made with a
pattern of reliefs on their surface. After `inking'Ða term used to
describe the coating of the stamp with moleculesÐthe stamp is
contacted to a surface, which allows the accurate reproduction of
their area of contact by leaving behind a patterned molecular
monolayer in a manner similar to printing105,106. It can attain a
precision of a few nanometres but requires that surface and gas
phase diffusion be controlled. Shadow masks are well adapted for
ultraclean processes87, but suitable molecular sources need to be
further developed to take into account the MME circuit requirement towards higher molecular weights. Experiments have already
explored the use of nonthermal sublimation methods such as
matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALD)92 or injection of aqueous
solutions of molecules into ultrahigh vacuum81. The ultimate limits
of fabrication will probably require the development of ``directed
self-assembly'' methods, where a ®nite number of molecules or
atoms can be assembled and deposited at prede®ned locations93.
Self-assembly, directed by molecular recognition, provides a very
ef®cient means to construct helices, and rack, ladder and grid
structures94, and provided suitable assembly and electronic functions are ``pre-installed'' into a molecule during synthesis, it may be
used for the self-positioning of HME devices or MME circuits.

the extreme sensitivity of quantum tunnelling to small atomic
motions, and switching behaviour and rotation95 in single molecules, are good examples of possible new operational methodologies that have appeared in the past ®ve years. Finally, the
understanding and control of directed self-assembly techniques,
combined with developments in synthetic and supramolecular
chemistry, increasingly focus on the notion that molecular devices
and machines can be synthesized from ®rst principles. The logical
progression of this approach is mono-molecular electronics, which
integrates many electronic elements, such as wires, switches, and
ampli®ers, in a single molecule or individual supramolecular
assembly. There are many unresolved issues and opportunities for
molecular electronic devices in the areas of architecture where a
conventional analysis of a molecular device in terms of the linear
superposition of its components appears to be invalid. This may
make molecular electronics a prime contributor to the building of
nanoscale quantum machines using the power of quantum-state
superposition. Indeed, as synergistic and cooperative effects in
complex molecular systems are understood and controlled, new
electronic devices based on unconventional operating principles
might be developed. In short, it seems that applying conventional
electronic concepts and approaches will not necessarily be the best
way to achieve functional molecular devices operating on a dimensional scale where quantum mechanics dominates.
M

Quantum machines

18.

The ®rst proposals for molecular electronics appeared in the 1970s,
but it is only the appearance of a number of scienti®c and economic
developments that has allowed the recent resurgence of activity in
this ®eld. Crucial are advances in nanoscale science and technology,
such as new fabrication methods and probes, which enable individual molecules or small numbers of molecules to be connected in a
controlled manner into actual test devices. The driving force behind
this research is clearly the need for suitable alternative technologies
to Si-based CMOS, which is expected to reach its limitations in 10±
20 years71. Our understanding and concepts of what molecular
electronics might look like in the future have changed signi®cantly
as a result of all of these factors. In particular, electrode effects and
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